
Our Advizors and their team have expertize in 8 versions of upgrade & 
migration experience. We provide onsite Assessment, Design & Plan 
as well as Coordination, Management. Our offsite strengths can be 
utilized for Off-site strength utilized for Quick time to market Domain 
expertise Cost savings for customer Customization, metadata, 
document migration expertise.   TAG can help you with your Business 
Objects upgrades by using its extensive experience and keeping total 
cost of ownership under control. Our capability to simulate the 
upgraded environment and performance of a   pre-upgraded 
assessment will illustrate the impact of the upgrade without changing 
or effecting the live environment in any way.  
 

 

-Minority small business 
-ECM & BI Accelerators 
-Expertise in delivering 
complex enterprise data 
solutions 
-Principals with 25 years 
of industry experience 
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TAG has assisted many customers in identifying and understanding 
their upgrade goals and requirements in order to successfully deliver 
a BI solution to meet their individual business needs.  
 
A typical upgrade to XI R4.0 primarily consists of defining 
requirements and creating a customized upgrade roadmap, installing 
and configuring the XI R4.0 suite of products, importing content into 
the new environment, setting up authentication and performing 
system and user validation to ensure workability of components and 
reports and rolling out into Production. In-depth knowledge transfer 
and detailed upgrade documentation is provided as a part of every 
upgrade. 
 
 Among the many benefits that TAG’s customers have realized from 
upgrading to XI R4 include:    

 A more stable, standardized BI platform  with improvements in 
administration and architecture   

 Ad hoc Query, reporting and analysis for business users with 
WebIntelligence,     

 Search and exploration with Explorer and Advanced analytics 
with Voyager    

 Interactive and visually appealing dashboards, widgets and 
scorecards for executives and managers.  

 

 

 

The team of consultants 
and engineers we have 

built has worked through 
several successful 

enterprise deployments.  
They are adept and 

creative in their approach. 
You will see the difference 

in the TAG team.
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